A sense of an ending dominates accounts of African Christianity after the Vandal conquest of the 430s, not least as a result of the apparent disappearance of the Donatists in an Africa now ruled by Homoian Christians. In fact, the transfer from Donatist schism to new ‘Arian controversy’ more closely resembles the broader picture of Vandal Africa which has emerged from recent scholarship: significant continuity amid dynamic transformation. The cultural and rhetorical legacies of the Donatist schism were used by both parties (Catholic and Homoian) in Africa’s new church conflict to present themselves as the true African Church.

The Roman Empire ended early in Africa. Between 429 and 439, the Vandals conquered Rome’s African provinces; for the next century, Africa Proconsularis, Byzacena and much of Numidia would form a new polity ruled from Carthage, until the region’s reconquest by the Emperor Justinian in 533-4. The events of the 430s bear a heavy symbolism, representing for many observers, both contemporary and modern, the end of a world. Important recent work on Vandal Africa has convincingly rebutted this model of stark rupture, showing continued vitality in the former Roman provinces.¹ The African successor state has somewhat belatedly been integrated into the broader revisionist project which has emphasised far-reaching continuities in other post-imperial kingdoms.² Even so, the push to understand Vandal Africa as a dynamic polity still operating within a recognisably late Roman framework is only just gaining traction within the wider body of late-antique scholarship. The old image of the Vandals as a destructive and ultimately nihilistic force in Africa, bound up with modern notions of vandals and vandalism, remains hard to shift.³

A similar sense of an ending has dominated accounts of African Christianity after empire.⁴ The arrival of the Vandals undeniably brought about a major shift in African
ecclesiastical politics. Like the other barbarian groups that established successor kingdoms, the new military elites of Africa were predominantly Homoian Christians. They adhered to a statement of doctrine which had lost out in the doctrinal controversies of the fourth century, the Creed of Rimini (359), which stated that God the Son was like \( \text{similis/ὅµοιος} \) God the Father. This Homoian creed was perceived as Arian heresy by the ‘Catholic’ churchmen of the fifth-century West, adherents to the Council of Nicaea (325) and its formula, ‘of the same substance’ (\( \text{ὁµοούσιος} \)). Unlike the other barbarian rulers, the Vandal kings adopted a consistent policy of promoting Homoian Christianity as orthodoxy within their realm. This meant the provision of considerable political, legal and financial support to a Homoian Church. It also led the kings to undermine the pre-existing Catholic Church, which the Homoians now treated as a heretical sect. A number of Catholic writers presented these measures as persecution though, as Éric Fournier has recently shown, the Vandal kings dealt with the Catholic Church according to late Roman methods for the punishment of heretics. These dual policies seem to have met with not inconsiderable success. Homoian Christianity, already present in late Roman Africa, was a confession of Vandals and Romans alike. The new church politics had a profound effect on the literary output of African Christians. The primary concern of contemporary Christian texts was how to protect the Catholic faith by dealing with the Arian (or, in the few Homoian texts that survive, Homoousian) heretics. A new ‘Arian Controversy’ was taking place in post-imperial Africa.

In this context, the schism which had dominated the affairs of the African Church ever since Constantine – and which continues to dominate modern scholarship on late-antique Africa – fades from view. After c. 430 the Donatists become almost invisible. Of course, the absence of evidence is not evidence of absence. Brent Shaw has convincingly explained the relative paucity of references to Donatism and Donatists in Vandal Africa: these Christians had never defined themselves as Donatists and it was no longer effective to label them as such in the new ecclesiastical-political climate. A number of anonymous texts plausibly from the Vandal period have been identified as coming from a Donatist milieu, and there are several generic heresiological references to Donatists. None the less, the individuals and groups who had been categorised in the past as ‘Donatists’ seem to have assimilated themselves to one side or other of the new ecclesiastical conflict in Vandal Africa between Catholics and Homoians, thus obscuring their presence. The very variety of these responses precludes any conclusion which could transcend the specific details of each report. For historians, if not necessarily for contemporaries, the year 430 marks the effective end of the Donatist schism.
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There remains an overwhelming temptation to read into the disappearance of the Donatists the end of African Christianity (a proposition made all the more seductive by foreknowledge of subsequent developments in pre-modern North Africa). Yet in fact, the switch from ‘Donatist schism’ to new ‘Arian Controversy’ seems characteristic of the broader transition from Roman to Vandal rule. There is significant continuity in the ecclesiastical culture of Africa across the late-antique period. The new Christian conflict in Vandal Africa, just like its late Roman predecessor, was one between two Churches. And just like the Donatist schism, the rivalry between Catholic and Homoian church parties involved the use of sophisticated methods of Christian apologetic and polemic to contest Christian identity and the nature and status of the true Church before various audiences within African society. In these representations, the legacy of fourth-century Christological controversy naturally came to the fore. But at the same time, both sides appropriated the history, arguments and tactics of the Donatist schism to make their cases. The ‘quarrel without end’ may finally have been over, but another had sprung up just like it.

[A] Only in Africa

‘The heavens thunder that the house of God is built throughout the whole world; and the frogs croak from their swamp, “We alone are Christians!”’

The Donatist schism in Africa developed from a dispute over the reconciliation of those who had collaborated during the ‘Great Persecution’ at the beginning of the fourth century. Two rival candidates, Caecilian and Maiorinus, were both elected to the see of Carthage, and the Emperor Constantine was petitioned for arbitration. The result was recognition for the party of Caecilian (the ‘Catholics’) against that of Maiorinus (the ‘Donatists’). From the Council of Arles (314), the former was in communion with the transmarine Churches, while the latter was reciprocally disconnected from the rest of that imperial Church. The Donatists were not a purely African phenomenon: there were Donatist bishops of Rome, and scattered communicating groups elsewhere in the empire. Nor were they necessarily ‘sectarian’ in the sense of an aversion to the idea of a universal Christian institution. They merely thought that the other constituent bodies of the Catholic Church were polluted by communion with their adversaries, the ‘Caecilianists’ or ‘traitors’ (traditores) – so named for their purported actions, both literal and figurative, in handing over the Scriptures during persecution. Nevertheless, the disparity between the two Churches outside Africa became a symbol of
Catholic self-identity. This argument also allowed for easy point-scoring: variations on it are almost ubiquitous in Optatus’ and Augustine’s anti-Donatist writings.\(^{21}\) The Catholics set out their communion with their transmarine brethren as proof that they were the true Church of Africa. Again and again they point out that the Catholic Church has (literally) to be universal; it cannot simply be in one province.

This model could easily be mapped on to church conflict in Vandal Africa.\(^{22}\) Once again, the Catholics’ opponents could be portrayed as an almost exclusively African phenomenon. Homoian Christians in Vandal Africa do seem to have maintained contacts with other Homoian communities across the Mediterranean (certainly in the Eastern Empire and possibly also in Ostrogothic Italy).\(^{23}\) One extant Homoian text, the early sixth-century sermon of a deacon Fastidiosus, who had converted from Nicene Christianity, also claimed Catholicity for the Homoian faction.\(^{24}\) Still, only in Africa could the Homoians plausibly claim to be a Church in the ascendancy.

As a result, the transmarine argument appears frequently in Catholic anti-Arian polemic in Vandal Africa.\(^{25}\) It surfaces numerous times in the literary corpus conventionally attributed to Quodvultdeus, bishop of Carthage at the time of the Vandal conquest, who was sent into exile in southern Italy by Geiseric, and died there.\(^{26}\) For instance, in a sermon *On the creed*, the preacher demanded of an imaginary opponent, ‘how is it that you exult, Arian, that you hold the truth, when an evil error, separating you from Catholic doctrine, testifying that you are a heretic, and separating you from the communion of the whole world, condemns you to one corner?’\(^{27}\) The Catholics were the Church everywhere; the Arians, stubborn deviants who had painted themselves into their own little African corner. At the other end of the century of Vandal rule in Africa, Fulgentius, bishop of the coastal town of Ruspe in Byzacena (c. 508–33),\(^{28}\) received a request for guidance on how to defend the Catholic faith made by an otherwise unknown correspondent called Felix. In his *Book on the Trinity to Felix*, Fulgentius used this query as a springboard for a developed statement of ‘the faith ... which hitherto the holy Church holds throughout the whole world’.\(^{29}\) This faith was preached from the apostolic *cathedrae* of Rome, Antioch, Alexandria and Ephesus, and in Jerusalem:


[displayed quotation]

Therefore, compel the Arians, Donatists, Nestorians, Eutychians, Manichaeans and the remaining heretical plagues to communicate with these churches... For they do not agree with them, because through the perversity of their faith they want to be divided off from the unity of the Church in one part.\(^{30}\)
In Catholic polemic, the Arians had joined the Donatists as African separatists.

The argument was employed not only in texts intended for a Catholic audience, but also in public controversy with the Homoians. In 483 the Vandal King Huneric sent out an edict convoking a conference at Carthage between the two church factions the next year, in what appears to have been a deliberate re-enactment of the conference of 411 between the Catholics and Donatists. Seeking better terms for the Catholic party, the then bishop of Carthage, Eugenius, lobbied the king through his superintendent, Obadus. In a letter preserved by Victor of Vita, Eugenius stated that the conference ought also to be made known to those in all of the transmarine parts who are our colleagues in one religion and communion, because all obey his [sc. Huneric’s] rule everywhere, and particularly because this is a matter for the whole world, and not just for the African provinces alone.

Eugenius’ request both alluded to the superior Mediterranean numbers of the Catholic party and sought recourse to that strength in the proposed conference at which, just as in 411, numbers played an important role. At the conference itself, the Catholic bishops read out a long statement of their doctrine entitled The book of the Catholic faith. It ended with a defiant statement of universality: ‘this is our faith, founded on evangelical and apostolic traditions and the communion of all the Catholic churches which are in this world’.

The similarity of the Donatists and Homoians in geographical distribution allowed Catholic polemicists to retread a well-worn argument. Still, there were important new elements which differentiated the two sets of African Christians. Catholic writers took account of these changes and adapted their claims to universal Christianity accordingly. One anonymous Catholic author used the transmarine argument in a new form to defend his faction from Homoian attacks against the key Nicene Christological term, ὁμοούσιος. His text pretends to be the minutes of an actual debate held between Augustine and a Homoian imperial count called Pascentius, but was in fact an artful fiction produced in Vandal Africa. It ends with a long speech by ‘Augustine’ rebutting Homoian descriptions of the Catholics as ‘Homoousian’ heretics which, at least to the author’s mind, hinged in part on the Greekness of the word: ‘Far be it that we, remaining Catholics in the whole world, should be embarrassed that we are called, according to the true faith of one and the same substance, by
some people who do not understand the Greek word, the Homoousians, because we rejoice that we are called, from the Greek name of Christ, Christians.  

The history of previous conflicts between Nicene and Homoian Christians was also cast in the mould of anti-Donatist portrayals of Catholicity. The preface to an anonymous collection of biblical testimonia *On the Trinity* (wrongly attributed to Fulgentius of Ruspe in the seventeenth century, but still called Pseudo-Fulgentius for convenience) adapts these Catholic arguments to contest Homoian depictions of the twin Council of Rimini and Seleucia (359) as universal and orthodox. Homoian Christians had apparently been claiming that Rimini was more valid than Nicaea because it had a far greater number of attendees (between 830 and 318). Ps.-Fulgentius glossed this claim by setting the two councils in an apologetic narrative of the fourth century. At first, ‘homoousios held fast in a few’; then it became known to ‘other bishops constituted through the space of the whole world’. Nicaea thus fulfilled God’s promise that his Church would increase. Rimini, on the other hand, had no such positive progression:

[displayed quotation]

But if later they met in such a multitude at Rimini, as they assert, the bishops of that sect would have multiplied through the world, their congregations would have grown, such a faith would even have occupied empires. But when the cunning of that fraud was recognised through prudent and most proven men, thus homoousios was confirmed, that we might discern that barely the remnants of Rimini have remained to prove the Catholics.

Just like the two factions’ present-day fortunes, so too the fourth-century history of the Catholics and Arians was harnessed to show that one was a Church across the whole world, the other a heretical sect barely even resident in a part of it.

This Catholic schema placed the opponents whom they saw as Arians in the role previously occupied by the Donatists. Whether an analogy between the two heretical groups was always intended is unclear. In late-antique heresiology the association of opponents with previously condemned heretics was a recurrent strategy. So, for instance, Cyril of Alexandria accused Nestorius of being the new Arius; and the labels ‘Arian’ and ‘Donatist’ in and of themselves tarnished the accused with the blackened reputation of eponymous deviants. In his book for Felix, Fulgentius of Ruspe made the connection explicit, asking, ‘what do the unhappy people say who, cut off from the Church of God and impenitent in their hearts, contradict the Church, and since they try to split that same Church, which is the 
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seamless tunic of the lord, are themselves torn more easily?" After this richly ambiguous rhetorical question – are these schismatic-sounding individuals Arians or Donatists? – Fulgentius clarified: he was referring to both: ‘That man says that he is redeemed by the blood of Christ. So was the blood of Christ shed solely for the Arians or only for the Donatists?’

Others, however, kept this relationship implicit. What can be said is that Catholic portrayals of Arianism appealed to a lexicon of heretical characteristics which had been drummed into their African congregations in the decades prior to the Vandal conquest. Even if the reader were not supposed to think that the Arians were Donatists, he was to understand them as like them, and thus similarly deviant. The persistent use of arguments about universality ubiquitous during the Donatist schism shows a fundamental continuity in the manner in which African Catholic clerics perceived their Church and its dissenters.

[A] The rebaptisers

Baptism represented another highly charged issue within the Donatist schism. In common with various other late-antique Christian groups and individuals, the Donatists practised (re)baptism for Christians baptised outside their Church. Baptism by traitors or those in communion with them was invalid. For the Donatists, it was as if it had not happened; hence, what to Catholic observers was a repetition which contravened the proof-text ‘one God, one faith, one baptism’ (Ephesians iv.5) would for Donatists have been that single true baptism. The Catholics saw Donatist baptism as similarly inefficacious but, like their transmarine colleagues, merely required the imposition of hands for those entering the Catholic fold. Optatus and Augustine may have produced varying theological justifications for this practice, but both proceeded from the principle that the Donatists’ second baptism was a grievous error.

This divergence in ritual praxis came to embody the broader dispute. It took on an added significance around the turn of the fifth century. In this period prominent Catholics lobbied the state, seeking the implementation of Theodosius’ anti-heretical legislation against the Donatists. Previously, the Catholics seem to have understood their opponents’ error as schism rather than heresy. Notwithstanding the overlap between the two labels, in the neat categorisation of late Roman law schism was not subject to the same harsh penalties as heresy. As part of an attempt to turn schismatics into heretics, the Catholics seized on the issue of rebaptism as a heretical praxis. This was a contentious claim which ignored African Christian tradition; rebaptism seems to have been a normative practice for many communities
going back to the third century.\textsuperscript{52} It also may have given the issue a prominence disproportionate to its role in Donatist self-definition (that is, over and above the fundamental Christian requirement of correct baptism). Nevertheless, the plan worked, as Honorius’ edict of 12 February 405 and subsequent imperial laws demonstrate.\textsuperscript{53} For both imperial chancery and Catholic polemicists, the Donatists were now rebaptisers and heretics.

Vandal Africa saw the same Catholic complaints about heretical rebaptism. Only now, Catholic polemicists made the repetition of baptism a major feature of Arian heresy.\textsuperscript{54} In some works it takes on an overriding importance. Victor of Vita and Quodvultdeus both highlight the practice as one of the worst Arian characteristics and portray its enactment as a form of martyrdom.\textsuperscript{55} Most strikingly, a universal chronicle written in Carthage in 496/7 singled out rebaptism as the reason contemporary Arians were worse than their fourth-century predecessors:

\begin{quote}
During the great discord in the Roman Empire [‘regno Romano’] up until Theodosius, by whom they were driven out from all the churches, they had not dared to commit this. By this act today the enemy brings about those things to come: they are witnesses (\emph{testes}) of the Church, although their bodies are not butchered by the sword, but rather their spirits by water.\textsuperscript{56}
\end{quote}

The African Catholic image of heresy had not changed; heretics were rebaptisers, whether Donatist or Arian.

This is not to suggest that Homoian Christians did not require Christians entering their congregations to undergo the rite once more.\textsuperscript{57} The sheer volume and variety of Nicene complaints excludes the possibility of Arian rebaptism in Vandal Africa being a solely heresiological invention. Again, what is less clear-cut is whether Catholic foregrounding of the issue is an accurate reflection of an importance to Homoian Christian self-identity beyond that of a valid baptism to any Christian. This emphasis seems at least as much a result of continuity in African Catholic thinking about heresy since the late Roman period.

By focusing on rebaptism, Catholic authors frontloaded a custom that they and their imagined audiences perceived as a major characteristic of heretics.

When Catholics censured Arian rebaptism, they did so as if they were arguing against Donatists. As Jonathan Parsons has noted, the scriptural passages Ephesians iv.5 (‘one God, one faith, one baptism’) and John xiii.10 (‘he who has been washed once does not need to be
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washed again’) were again brandished as proof-texts.\(^{58}\) For example, in his *Against the five heresies*, Quodvultdeus built towards a climax by describing an imagined Arian rebaptism in the guise of a martyr act. ‘He builds a cave, and chokes the Catholic there, he calls a Christian a pagan, he forces a baptism upon the baptised, against that which is written, *he who has been washed once does not need to be washed again*. The man shouts: “I am a Christian! Why do you tell me that I am not?”\(^{59}\) The passage is very reminiscent of Optatus’ arguments against Donatist rebaptism, which glossed the same scriptural citation and made the same complaint about calling baptised Catholic Christians pagans.\(^{60}\) Fulgentius of Ruspe repeated both points in his *Abecedarium*, an alphabetical psalm which through its very literary structure made the Donatists a referent for African Arians. For the song sought to imitate Augustine’s polemical *Psalm against the party of Donatus*, another ABC-er.\(^{61}\) The Homoians’ baptismal practices aligned them with earlier opponents of Africa’s Catholic faction. Catholics like Fulgentius did not hesitate to exploit the resemblance:

[displayed quotations]

*Some throw at us the persecutions of the Donatists*\(^{62}\)

And it came to pass for the Donatists as for the accusers of Daniel. For just as the lions were turned back upon the latter, so were the laws on those people who, by them, had wished to oppress the innocent\(^{63}\)

The Catholics were not alone in appealing to the late Roman heritage of African Christianity. The Donatists appear in two extant texts which present a Homoian perspective: the sermon of Fastidiosus, preserved in a letter of Fulgentius of Ruspe which replied to it, and Huneric’s edict of 484 against Homoousian heresy. Like their Catholic counterparts, these Homoian writers can be seen using the history and heresiology of the Donatist schism to legitimise their self-professed status as the true Christians of Africa.\(^{64}\) They used this recent past in a manner which deliberately discomfited their opponents, whose actions under imperial favour sat uneasily with their present claims to be the Church that suffered persecution.

In his sermon, Fastidiosus equated the Catholics with their erstwhile opponents.\(^{65}\) He attributed to heretics a uniform psychological profile: they were obstinate and self-harmed with the ‘life-giving words’, the ‘surgical instruments’ by which they could be saved.\(^{66}\) Fastidiosus went on to state that ‘for a long time now, a bipartite error has crept in’: the Homoousians and the Donatists. In spite of their previous differences, both sets of African
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heretics were fitted to the same mould. This was a bold and far-reaching polemical claim. Over many decades African Catholics had worked to turn the term Donatist into a powerful symbol of obstinate Christian error. Fastidiosus now tarred the Homoousians with their own brush.

In his reply to the sermon, Fulgentius claimed that Fastidiosus had stolen the description of Donatism from his own work; but he did not tackle the broader point that the deacon sought to make. Elsewhere, a Catholic cleric did respond to Homoian use of the African Christian past. The royal edict of 484 proscribing the Catholics as Homoousian heretics justified itself in part by the legal precedent and historical lessons of imperial edicts against the Donatists. The preface to Ps.-Fulgentius’ Book on the Trinity responded to this claim as part of what seems to be a point-by-point refutation of the law. Huneric’s edict classified Nicene Christians as Homoousian heretics in the aftermath of a conference where they had been ordered to show that word in the Bible; Ps.-Fulgentius stated that ‘indeed he who made that libellus, conceived with a savage mind, judged that the mass of divine testimonies as much from the New as the Old Testament must oppose homoousios’. Huneric twice adverted to the universal Council of Rimini-Seleucia as an authorising standard of orthodoxy, emphasising its attendance figures; Ps.-Fulgentius deprecated the idea of numbers proving Rimini to be a universal council and orthodox creed. Even if the scanty survival of contemporary Homoian texts and the absence of an explicit reference to the edict preclude certainty that this was a direct reply, the close match of content makes clear that the Book on the Trinity represents, at the very least, a response to Homoian arguments in use when the law was framed.

The theme of Huneric’s edict, announced in its prologue, is an ironic echo of Augustine’s castigation of the Donatists in letter 185: ‘It is approved that it is of the triumphal power of royal majesty to turn round (retorquere) evil designs against their authors: for anyone who contrives anything depraved brings upon himself what he incurs.’ The law drew on the corpus of late Roman anti-heretical legislation and in particular Honorius’ edicts against the Donatists. Huneric made explicit reference to these earlier laws and problematised their use against Homoousians: ‘Therefore it is necessary and most just to turn round against them that which is contained in their laws [‘quod ipsarum legum continentia demonstratur’) which then, since the emperors of various times were induced to error with them, happened to be promulgated.’ The text summarised this content (iii.8-11) before stating that the Homousians were to be subject to these punishments (iii.12). At the centre of the summary is a long schedule of fines differentiated according to the legal status of the
The inheritance of the Donatist schism convicted, taken verbatim from Honorius’ edict of 412 following the Conference of Carthage (411). The prominence of this particular section in an edict promulgated in the aftermath of a Carthaginian Conference modelled on the confrontation of 411 clarifies the earlier reference to retribution for the previous actions of African Catholic Christians. It seems that it was imperial sanctions against Donatism that the framer had specifically in mind. The laws that African Catholics had gained through sympathetic emperors against heretical opponents – and against the Donatists in particular – were now used both as legal precedent and moral justification for their own punishment. The coercive powers of the state, used so effectively by the Catholics in the first decades of the fifth century, were turned round on them – and, so Huneric claimed, they had only themselves to blame.

In his Book on the Trinity, Ps.-Fulgentius disputed this interpretation of the Catholics’ role reversal. It is clear from the text that this was not an easy task: the awkward combination of past triumphalism and present marginalisation required a carefully articulated statement of ecclesiology. The anonymous Catholic author set out to clarify his statement on God’s promised increases to his Church, lest his Homoian opponents could claim that the status of the true Church had been conceded to them ‘through this oppression’ (best understood as his polemical gloss on their current political favour). He argued that the Church was verified not by unjust rewards (quoting Jeremiah xvii.11), but rather by ‘tribulations and persecutions’; exile, proscription, captivity and torture witnessed the flourishing of that faith. This argument took Ps.-Fulgentius intriguingly, even dangerously, close to Donatist territory. As the Donatist bishop Parmenian famously put it during the conference of 411, ‘the true Catholic Church is with us; the one which suffers persecution, not the one which inflicts it’. Ps.-Fulgentius, responding either to Huneric or to the Homoians more generally, saw the trap for the Catholics in too crude a claim to be the persecuted Church in Vandal Africa: ‘But I see some about to produce contradictions, and to throw at us the persecutions of the Donatists, whose fury did violence to the laws, and who endured the laws to the full.’ Qualification was thus necessary. His response was to dismiss the comparison out of hand. ‘But if the Catholic mother received some of them to her pious bosom, she did so without the injury of any baptism, without any quarrel and without any insult to the Holy Spirit, that they who were converted willingly would grieve that Catholic charity had been hidden from them for so long.’ For Ps.-Fulgentius, the two cases were fundamentally different: for in each one the true Church played a different role, whether rightful dispenser of salutary coercion or proven sufferer of persecution. The identity of the Church did not change even if its circumstances did. Ps.-Fulgentius artfully calibrated his ecclesiology to explain the activities of the
Catholics in both the Donatist schism and the new Arian controversy in which they were engaged. He was forced to do so by the skilful manner in which Huneric, and the Homoians whose concerns the king reflected, were exploiting the recent past of African Christianity.

The Vandal conquest of Africa reshaped the landscape of African Christianity. The split between Catholic and Donatist factions which had been its dominant feature for over a century no longer seemed quite so wide. A new rift, between Nicene and Homoian church parties, became the topic most worthy of discussion, explanation and polemic for Christian authors plotting their own topographies of orthodoxy and heresy. For Catholic apologists, priorities inevitably changed. Unsurprisingly, Christological and Trinitarian doctrine gained a new importance. The history of the Church looked very different to a Catholic writing in the 490s than it had a century earlier. The anonymous Carthaginian chronicler devoted his account of the fourth century almost exclusively to Nicene-Arian conflict. Within that narrative, the Donatists are reduced to a sentence. There is no better indication of the change in the times than his pen-picture. Donatus was ‘an equal of Arian [non impar Arrio]’ – not the other way around – and ‘Optatus explained the beginning and end of his heresy in a work of seven books’. For the chronicler, Donatism constituted a purely historical phenomenon; it was long gone.

Yet the disappearance of the ‘Donatists’ is a misleading metaphor for the process which transformed the Church in post-imperial Africa. Church politics changed, yet they also remained the same. Two church parties contested the title of the true Church of Africa. In a voluminous literary struggle, of which one side is almost completely lost, the two factions traded blows and sought to reinforce the boundaries of their own Christian communities. The conduct of doctrinal controversy in Vandal Africa was steeped in the history, the methods and, above all else, the heresiology of the late antique Church. Disputants drew on this distinctive intellectual culture, using polemical tropes, rhetorical strategies and (often sly) tactics familiar from any number of fourth- and fifth-century Christian conflicts.

Within this broader context, both sides located themselves and their opponents in relation to the combatants of the Donatist schism. Nicene authors used two fundamental anti-Donatist arguments – the universality of Catholicism and the heretical nature of rebaptism – to restate their own Catholicity to audiences attuned to such claims by decades of exhortation and polemic. At the same time, their new opponents were made to look like their old Donatist sparring partners. While recognising, explaining and attacking the features of those Homoian Christians that made them exclusively and specifically ‘Arian’, Catholic authors often
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emphasised characteristics shared with the Donatists. Nicene Christians did not have a monopoly on the powerful Christian cultural resources of late Roman Africa. Homoian authors turned that legacy back on the Catholics, whether by eliding them with the Donatist hate-figure that they themselves had created, or justifying their punishment through their coercion of those dissident African Christians. All of these writers represented themselves as participants in a continuous history of African Christianity stretching back into the distant past. In so doing, they perpetuated a conflict – and heretical opponents – more familiar to themselves and their imagined audiences.
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